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About This Game
Welcome children, to a wonderful, magical, yet grizzly story that old Nicholas never wanted you to know.
After the story is said and done. Your own story will begin.
That's if you can survive the frosty nights that await you:
•The snowman is not so cute and friendly looking when he's hungry.
•Watch the ways into your room carefully for any unexpected 'guests'.
•Be sure to keep the door closed… although getting out of bed may be dangerous.
•There are many bangs, bumps, and distractions seen in the corner of your eye. Are they a real danger, or safe to ignore?
•Prepare yourself, you need something to see in the dark, and something more to defend yourself.
•Survive until the warm sun ruses.
Frosty Nights is a First Person / Point and Click hybrid horror game that focuses on atmosphere and suspense.
The first couple of nights are slow, but the later nights will give you little time to think of your next move.
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Fun new cards.
There were bugs when this came out, they were fixed in less than a month.. Another fun, lane-based, couch co-op experience.
My 4-year-old and I had a great time playing. Expect to farm levels to gain gold and experience before advancing to some of the
harder levels. At times it can seem a little too repetitive and cumbersome, but it is still an enjoyable game.. Grat game and enjoy
very much. Awesomeeh :3. Pros: Graphics are decent.
Sound Track fits the type of game.
Cons: Controls are really finicky (sometimes you won't be able to jump/slide).
No room for error, skinning the bottom of your baby toe on a platform is enough for you to fall.
No way to slow down in the air, and the air straifing is... well its just bad.
Would I recommend this game to anyone? only if you're the kind of person who takes stuff like CS:GO surf/bhop to the
extreme. Otherwise it's really bad at being a "casual" game.. Nice little DLC, bought it mostly cuz +3 new tracks for radio and
ads, bus and decals are okay also.
. Inertia is a very fast paced parcour game with some great physics. It has a unique graphic style and breathtaking polishing.
However, the community levels can quite often be broken and should require more playthroughs of the level by the curator
before being published.. Pros:
-Not just a good story, but an excellent story (story also has some interesting symbolism, foreshadowing, and themes)
-Interesting characters (Vaas goes down as one of my favorite villians of all time)
-Fun game-play (getting headshots is very satisfying)
-Balanced difficulties (game wasn't artificially made more hard)
-Decently replayable
-Great voice acting
Cons:
-Uses the Uplay launcher
-Leveling up and getting better gear can be a bit grindy
10\/10
The game is pure quality. I'd even consider it one of the best FPS games I've played.
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It's pretty fun to fly around in this bad boy.. This game is much better than I expected. Having played a lot of hours of it I
continue to be impressed by the gameplay. I've played a lot of 4X games and although many of them have some excellent
features they tend to be a massive grind. I've found that to be a problem, mid-game they become less space! and more
spreadsheet. I'm impressed by this game because it has a strong strategic component, it is very well designed and a lot of fun.
Pros. Gameplay is much better than I expected. Movement is unusual but excellent and the simple but effective flight range
mechanic turns this into a proper strategy game. It has sufficient 4X meat on its bones to stay interesting. The alien species are
numerous and sufficiently different to give replayability. There is actual strategy in this game compared to many more recent
4X games which can be simply economy sims or CIV inspired. This game loads and processes action extremely quickly on a
modern PC. This is also cheap which makes it a low cost to try.
Cons. This is an old game. Graphics are not what you would get in a 2016 release. There is no vessel design system (ship classes
and upgrades only). It lacks the bells and whistles of a modern release.
This is very much of the vintage of the original "Masters of Orion" but it is also a bit of a lost classic in the 4X genre. It is rare
for me to find a 4x game that is better than I expected, this one is definitely better IMHO than many much more expensive
alternatives. Try it!. homo bland and boring. tl;dr - I can't recommend this game at it's current price for the content it provides.
It's like a more technical and casual form of Recettear. I would recommend trying Recettear first before trying this one out. The
story is very similar to Recettear as well, both Main Characters start up their family shops to pay off a debt. It's still a fun little
tycoon game.
I would recommend getting the game when it's on sale and when the vram error issue is fixed, because it can ruin many in-game
days of progress in an instant if you haven't saved before it just randomly happens. The vram error issue becomes more frequent
the more I had progressed into the game making it almost unplayable.
I played the game on Hard for a challenge and it wasn't an impossible task to get to day 99, except as for my first time there was
no way in hell I was going to beat Ornate Brand with the RNG like buyers. I could be bad at the game and there is probably a
how to guide, or not.
Edit: 12\/12\/2016
The game is still filled with bugs, like the game having all the UI Text turning back into japanese and the store missing textues
so it's just a black void, but maybe someday the port will be fixed. Still no trading cards available and it would make this buy a
bit better if there was.. Intense party game, if played properly. Beautiful design and flow is smooth. The tutorial and gameplay is
easy to learn, bonuses don't need to be explained as the colour differentiates it.. Chloe said: you are very cute, i hope i'll see you
again sometime *smack* and game stopped, later game stopped at another moment, this replays many times
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